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***ONLY $2.99 FOR A LIMITED TIME***Timely and powerfully thought-provoking, INTENTION

finds best selling author Tom Abrahams (The Traveler Series) return to his roots with this

breathtaking novel that brilliantly unpacks a vast, global conspiracy to alter the balance of

power.Sedition was just the beginning...A hip-hop star is murdered.A notorious terrorist is freed from

custody.An assassin weaves his way across Europe, setting the stage for a global catastrophe.All of

them work in the shadows of an ancient organization bent on changing the course of history.Can a

woman whose demons have consumed her, rid herself of the pain in time to stop them?
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This is a great follow-up to the author's first novel Sedition. As a government conspiracy novel, it

sustains enough credibility that you can only hope that it will never come true. It is a true

page-turner, edge-of-your seat thriller. I really loved Sedition, but felt it could have used just a bit

more editing. I never felt that way as I read Intention. The story flowed smoothly and kept my

interest the whole time. I recommend reading this satisfying political thriller, even if you have not



read Sedition. The book works well as a stand-alone novel. Of course, reading Sedition first will only

enhance your enjoyment of Intention. I did receive an advanced copy of this book in exchange for a

fair, unbiased review.

Makes you wonder if Tom Abrahams wrote Intention to make us wonder about the world we live in

now and is this just a possible preview of things to come?? This is another of Mr. Abrahams can't

put it down book that makes you want to read as fast as you can to the end and when it ends, just

say whew, is there more? Show me more, great writing.

I don't have the words to describe my surprise and enjoyment of this book. The first volume of this

series, Sedition, was a so-so good book. Tom Abrahams skills in intrigue and advancing of plot

have come a long way. Intention is a page turner you will not want to put down. Abrahams has spun

an interesting story laced with heart-pounding action. The shape and framing of his sentences are

superb. That is something I always look for in a writer. Every Comp I teacher would understand the

reasoning behind that statement.Readers who have read Mr. Abrahams first offering in this series,

Sedition, will have their appetite for action sated for the interim, then begin hoping for more. If you

haven't read the first volume, Sedition, then I recommend you do so to familiarize yourself with the

background of this book.Matti Harold has been placed in the number one spot as President

Jackson's most trusted aide, but at what price? Struggling with an unintentional addiction to Xanax,

Matti accidentally discovers a plot orchestrated by a secret group known among themselves as the

Brethren, then carried forth by President Jackson, putting Matti's life in danger. The purpose of the

plot was to extend and make more encompassing the now expired Patriot Act. There were no good

intentions contained within this plot for the ultimate goal was One World government ruled by those

behind the scene, the elusive Brethren.Read the reviews and decided for yourself if this book is for

you. I hope that I have helped in some way to sway you to want to read this book.As always, happy

reading.

Another incredible political thriller from an outstanding author! This book follows the storyline and

character development of the first book, 'Sedition', but it also stands very well on its own. As the

PATRIOT Act expires, the government is looking for a more comprehensive plan to monitor not only

the American people but the entire world. What's that Fourth Amendment again?....Matti Harrold,

after her attempt to thwart to plan to demolish the Capitol and re-shuffle the government politicians

in play, has been left with a sense of unfinished business....and a big helping of guilt. Remembering



the lives lost and those she couldn't save, she turns to a 'medicated' solution to the demons that she

has. Little does she realize, that her own employer might be the threat.As the President travels to

Spain to meet up with other countries at the G12 conference, another puzzle begins to tease Matti's

conscious when little details are left unexplained and unobserved. Could another plan be in the

works to promote a devastating Information Act across all nations? Will this be a violent start to a

complete loss of freedom and privacy around the world?Enlisting the help of journalist, Dillinger

Holt, Matti must try to put the pieces together and discover the real plan before it's too late... But is

there anyone left that she can trust?Excellent writing and an immersive story that grabs on and

doesn't let go. An extremely good book. Very well done!
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